Sustainability Guide

Today
Dynamic Cassette International (DCi) was incorporated in 1983 and
has established a strong position in the industry as one of Europe’s
leading manufacturers of compatible and remanufactured inkjet
cartridges and laser toner cartridges.
In 1996 DCi launched the Jet Tec brand which has become established as a trusted brand in the
European market, supplying over 40 countries. Our purpose built factory has now reached 32,364m2
with the capacity to produce over 2 million compatible, 700,000 remanufactured inkjet cartridges and
100,000 laser toners per month.
In 2006 DCi were awarded conformity to environmental management standard ISO14001. This standard has created the structure to manage the
waste hierarchy by reducing, re-using and recycling waste.
DCi are an extremely environmentally conscious company and we continuously work to decrease our carbon footprint by making a number of
changes to our factory and manufacturing processes as well as continuing to market our successful collection and recycling scheme.
DCi continue to annually review material and energy waste reduction targets to ensure all areas of the company comply with
stringent environmental legislation.

Compatible Inkjet Cartridges
All compatible inkjet products are designed and manufactured in our purpose built factory, resulting in
tight control over waste management and quality control. A large proportion of compatible products
incorporate our extralife chip technology which allows consumers to access additional ink; reducing waste
and providing value for money. This technology won the Queen’s Award for Innovation in 2005.

Remanufactured Inkjet Cartridges
DCi remanufacture thousands of inkjet cartridges each month.
The empty inkjet cartridges are collected through our effective recycling schemes. Inkjet remanufacturing
incorporates several cleaning processes using cleaning solutions developed in our onsite laboratory. Many
extracted dye based inks are recycled and cleaning solutions are refined to enable reuse. This closed
cycle prevents the requirement of waste discharge and hazardous waste collection via
specialist companies.

Remanufactured Laser Toners
All DCi laser toner cartridges are rigorously inspected prior to remanufacturing. Our development team
ensure all necessary components are replaced to guarantee product performance is of the highest
quality. Components that have fallen below the required quality level are segregated into material types
for specialist waste recovery. No components are transferred to landfill.

DCi companies
The Recycling Factory
The Recycling Factory (TRF) was set up in 2005 to collect and recycle used inkjet and toner cartridges. TRF works with
individuals, charities, businesses and schools. To date, TRF has raised approximately £2 million in charitable donations.

Purple Gossip
Set up in 2008, Purple Gossip collects, refurbishes and recycles thousands of mobile phones per month.
Purple Gossip is committed to providing an environmentally friendly alternative to buying new handsets.
Purchasing recycle mobile phones will ultimately reduce the damage caused to the environment in producing
new mobile phones.
By reducing the number of new phones made and distributed, Purple Gossip are able to decrease the volume of raw
materials taken from the earth, saving energy and reducing greenhouse gases.

Certification
ISO 14001
The ISO 14001 is a series of internationally recognised standards and provides the framework for the environmental
management system of the company.
This standard is applicable to any company that wishes to:
•

Implement, maintain and improve an environmental management system.

•

Implement its own environmental policy.

•

Demonstrate conformance with this policy.

•

Comply with applicable environmental laws and regulations.

•

Seek certification of its environmental management system by an external third party organisation.

Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC)
FSC is an independent, non-governmental, not-for-profit organisation established to promote the responsible
management of the world’s forests. In 2010 DCi were awarded accreditation to FSC Chain of Custody STD-40-004,
ensuring packaging materials and paper recycling envelops are responsibly managed. We are pleased to display
the FSC logo on our packaging and recycling envelopes.

Nordic Swan
The Nordic Swan certificate is an eco-labeling scheme that evaluates a laser product’s impact on the environment
throughout the whole lifecycle. Following a rigorous test and evaluation process, DCi are proud to have received
certification. During 2012 further products will be submitted for test and evaluation.

Blue Angel (Der Blaue Engel)
The Blue Angel is a German certification awarded to products which are more environmentally friendly than
“mainstream” products. The tested products satisfy a vast range of requirements including the safety of the products
and ensuring the product has minimal impact on the environment. The product is tested for certain requirements for
each stage of its whole life cycle; from the use of the product; to its eventual disposal and recycling

EN71-3
A range of compatible inkjet cartridges have been successfully tested to ensure materials
used in the plastic manufacture process do not emit harmful chemicals such
as lead and arsenic.

For DCi, its not just about
winning a certification or
award, but maintaining and
improving on that standard.

The factory
Following a review of our facilities, we implemented a number of
changes to ensure we are the front runners in our industry.
Every area has been analysed to see where where a reduction
can be made.
What changes have DCi made?
•

In 2010 we invested more than £1 million in re-roofing over 10,000m² of the factory to achieve
a more energy efficient facility. The draughty roofing material was removed and replaced with
energy efficient material which prevents heat loss. An increased amount of vacuum sealed sky
lights has seen a dramatic reduction in the necessity to use artificial light and has improved the
working environment for production employees.

•

After reviewing the efficiency of manufacturing, we have made considerable investments in new
machinery. Moulding machines have been changed to newer, more energy efficient machines
resulting in the ability to produce more parts per shift. Analysis was conducted to determine the
necessity of running a night shift and this resulted in a single shift being introduced, resulting in less
heat/light requirements. We anticipate that the introduction of a single shift pattern will reduce
energy needs by an estimated 50%.

•

In 2010, we replaced our two 110KW compressors with two more efficient 90KW compressors.
The previous compressors were constantly running to supply air to the whole factory.
The new compressors run individually only when the air pressure drops below a certain level.

•

In conjunction with the new compressors the entire compressed airline pipe system was renewed
ensuring the shortest possible routes of supply with an increased bore to reduce friction.
The Quality Planned Preventative Maintenance Scheme also incorporates an inspection of the
compressed air system to ensure it is leak free.

•

Many items of machinery including moulding machines and inkjet filling machines have provided
the opportunity to heat the factory using renewable energy. Heat exchangers at any time can
be switched to channel the hot air either inside or out. The high heat retaining cladding reduces
heat loss and reduces the reliance on burning heating oil. Although oil heaters are situated on
site, it is rare that they are required as they are a secondary source of heat within the factory.

•

There has been active involvement throughout the workforce with staff training to increase
awareness of environmental factors in the factory and offices.

Did you know?
Over 45 million cartridges are discarded to landfill sites every
year. It is estimated that only 15% are recycled or reused.

A section of the new roof

One of two new compressors

Mould machine workshop

Waste management
DCi are committed to maintaining and improving high environmental standards.
Waste Management
Waste management is a key environmental aspect which is considered at the design stage of any project. During manufacturing there are a limited
number of materials which require specialist disposal.
In order to maintain our packaging waste responsibility, we declare the weight of all packaging used in the production process to the Environment
Agency via Valpak. The revenue generated by the Agency from the scheme financially contributes towards packaging recovery projects within the UK.
We use carefully selected Environment Agency registered companies locally for our waste management.
DCi are licensed to store and process waste materials under Environment Agency codes: T11, T16 and S2.
DCi has a zero land fill policy. Many materials are recovered in house such as test paper, cardboard, used toner powder, plastic, wood and metal.
Remaining materials are sent to a local professional recycling firm who specialise in the recovery of waste materials. Materials that cannot be
recovered are used to generate energy via incineration.

Energy Reduction
At DCi we make continuous improvements to reduce energy consumption.
•

The average household within the UK consumes 4800 KWh of electricity per year. Between 2010 and 2011, DCi consumed enough electrical
energy to supply 368 houses over a one year period compared to 497 between 2009 and 2010; a saving of approximately 23%.

•

One metric ton of coal is used to produce 2460 KWh electrical energy; therefore 718 tons of coal would be required to generate enough
electrical energy for DCi over the last review period.

The following table identifies the comparison between the two review periods:
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Factory overview
A proportion of the dramatic reduction in electricity consumption is
attributed for the following reasons:
•

Purchase of two variable speed compressors and removing two
110kw direct drive compressor.

•

Removal of disused airlines.

•

Increase of bore to main feed airlines and creating direct routes.

•

Reduction of artificial light due to new roof.

•

Replacement of existing lighting lamps with energy efficient units
and rewiring.

•

Improvement in production planning to reduce the necessity to run
machinery at evenings/weekends.

•

Increase machinery capacity for daytime production.

•

Employee environmental aspects training.

•

Introduction of virgin moulded materials that do not require DCi
extruded reprocessed materials.

•

Purchase of further energy efficient moulding machines.

•

All waste analysed and disposed of in a controlled
environmental manner.

Between April 2010 and April
2011, DCi reduced their electrical
energy consumption by 26%
despite a 6% increase in turnover.

Packaging
•

During the last 5 years, we have drastically reduced the size of our
blister packaging by approximately 40%. Our inkjet packaging is now
made from R-PET material which is a recycled plastic. All blister cards
are FSC approved and our laser toners are packaged in
recyclable boxes.

•

We have installed our own graphics studio and printing presses. We no
longer outsource labels or blister cards, saving on costs and time.

•

We now only print “just in time” and no longer hold excess stock
leading to minimal wastage. This means there is no wastage if a
product label or blister card needs altering and any changes can be
made instantaneously. This has resulted in less storage space being
used enabling us to be more efficient with our stock levels, resulting in
our ability to supply next day.

•

The Digital Presses have no “make ready” wastage.

•

We have eliminated the use of paper labels on our compatible
products and invested in Tampo printing to print the information
directly onto the cartridge casing, reducing both labour and materials.

•

All our laser toners are packaged in recyclable cardboard boxes. Laser
toners are wrapped in black plastic recycled bags; this is to protect the
products. All parts of the toner box and packaging can be recycled.
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Printing presses

Did you know?
By 2012, 500 million laser cartridges and 1.8 billion inkjet
cartridges will be dumped in landfills.

Inkjet cartridges being packed

Recycling
We recycle many materials in-house, including test paper, cardboard, used toner powder,
plastic, wood and metal.
Recycling and Remanufacturing
Each year approximately 65 million printer cartridges are sold in the UK. It is estimated that only 15% of these are recycled or reused, which is
approximately 9.75 million cartridges. This means that 55 million cartridges every year are discarded to landfill. The plastic which is contained within
the casing of a cartridge can take up to 1000 years to decompose. DCi work hard to reduce this number.

The Recycling Factory
In 2010, The Recycling Factory collected 8.4 million inkjet and toner cartridges through the recycling scheme, approximately 700,000 a month.
The recyclable cartridges are collected in FSC approved recycling envelopes or approved collection points.
The Recycling Factory is now a specialist in the industry and offer bespoke recycling programs, tailored to meet individual needs. The Recycling
Factory has developed based on the company’s core values and customer experience rather than high profile media. The Recycling Factory pride
themselves on the efficiency, professionalism & innovative approach taken to deliver their products & services.
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All of our waste handlers are located within 30 miles of our premises, futher reducing our carbon footprint.

DCi has a zero landfill policy.

We recycle many materials
in-house, including test paper,
cardboard, used toner powder,
plastic, wood and metal.
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